(Akagi-goe section) Funatama-jinja ~ Yunomine Onsen
(赤木越 船玉神社～湯の礦温泉)

(Dainichi-goe section) Kumano Hongu Taisha ~ Yunomine Onsen
(大日越 熊野本宮大社～湯の礦温泉)

Course Options
- This is a great race for a day walk. From Yunomine Onsen, head to Funatama-jinja shrine and then walk to Kumano Hongu Taisha. (P10-11)

Pilgrims Timeline Diary

Kumano Hongu Taisha ~ Yunomine Onsen ~ Dakinichi-goe trailhead
- This short out-swing trail is an excellent way to link Honji with Yunomine Onsen.
- Connect this up with the walk on page 12 and you can do a complete loop.

Legend
- Old shrine
- Ticket
- Venting machine
- Bus stop
- Feeding area
- Rest area
- Accentuations
- View point
- Yawaragina way

Direction
- East
- North
- South
- West

Distance
- 1:25,000
- 100m

Features
- Kumano Hongu Taisha
- Funatama-jinja
- Yunomine Onsen
- Takanoyama mountain
- Taisen-gu trailhead
- Dakinichi-goe trailhead
- Kurotaki Bridge
- Yunomine Onsen bus stop
- 100m

Course Options
- This short out-swing trail is an excellent way to link Honji with Yunomine Onsen.
- Connect this up with the walk on page 12 and you can do a complete loop.

Pilgrims Timeline Diary

Kumano Hongu Taisha ~ Oyunohara ~ Dakinichi-goe trailhead

Kumano Hongu Taisha
- 14:30
- 14:40
- 14:50
- 15:00

Oyunohara
- 14:30
- 14:40
- 14:50
- 15:00

Dakinichi-goe trailhead
- 14:30
- 14:40
- 14:50
- 15:00